BUSTED TENS AND BENJAMINS

Affiliate owners discuss budgeting for replacement gear and making the new equipment last.

BY BRITTNEY SALINE
Of affiliation, he found that replacing equipment was eating into paychecks. "(The impact on the budget) was big," he said. "People are pretty aggressive on equipment, and we were constantly breaking bumper plates and replacing medicine balls and slam balls that were busting."

The key to the program’s success, he said, is including members in the purchasing process. As April approaches, Montford takes stock of what needs replacing and writes it on the whiteboard with a cost breakdown for each piece of equipment. After replacement equipment is accounted for, members vote on what they’d like to buy with the rest of the money. Past votes have yielded SkiErgs, rowers and specialty gymnastics equipment. "No one’s ever complained about it; it’s been great," he said. "They’re the ones who are going to benefit from it."

At CrossFit Fort Bragg/Evolution Athletics, Daniel Skidmore and Chris McNamara take a less direct approach, rolling the cost of equipment into regular membership prices. "I look at it as (equipment fees) are part of the encompassing package in your monthly membership," Skidmore said. "You’re paying to keep it nice."

Tender Loving and Care

The best way to deal with broken equipment, McNamara said, is to minimize breakage in the first place by buying quality equipment—and then maintaining it. "Spend a little bit more money up front in the hopes of getting a long run out of it and maximizing your total time with it," he said.

Kevin Montford, owner of CrossFit SoCo in Colorado Springs, Colorado, does things a little differently, replacing broken equipment and buying new things once a year with funds raised by an annual equipment fee. Each April, CrossFit SoCo members pay US$50 each toward replacement and new equipment (families pay only one $50 fee). The gym has around 350 members, and the equipment fee brings in approximately $15,000 each year. Montford came up with the idea in 2013, when, after four years of affiliation, he found that replacing equipment was eating into paychecks.
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Some gym equipment regularly needs to be replaced due to wear and tear. Budgeting will help owners prepare for these costs.

McNamara stressed that aside from purchasing high-quality equipment in the first place, the best thing affiliate owners can do is take care of it.

“Don’t forget to start out with a maintenance schedule from the very start so you’re being more proactive with your equipment plan versus reactive,” he said.

CrossFit Fort Bragg/Evolution Athletics adheres to a maintenance plan divided into one-, two- and three-month intervals, with duties ranging from lubricating the chains on the rowers to inspecting pull-up rigs for rust damage.

“If you see something (broken), do something about it,” Skidmore added. “And when something needs (maintenance), just go ahead and check everything.”

House Rules

It’s not just coaching staff who should do the maintaining, though. A huge factor in how long equipment lasts, Marshall said, is how it’s treated. For that reason, CrossFit Calgary has a few house rules.

“Our house rule is pretty simple,” he said. “It says, ‘Don’t drop things that shouldn’t be dropped.’”

Light barbells tend to scatter when dropped, careening into other equipment—or people—and light bumper plates have a tendency to crack. Even kettlebells can crack when dropped on end from a height.

“We don’t freak out if people are dropping things here and there (because) they’re fatigued and if the intensity’s very high, but as a general rule, our members are instructed in terms of how to care for the equipment, which definitely doesn’t involve dropping it,” Marshall said.

But it’s not just about rules and burpee penalties. It’s about setting “a culture of respecting the equipment,” Riley said, and that starts with the staff.

Fresh off a stuffy gig as a trainer at a country club at which he had to tuck in his shirt and take care not to leave so much as a scuff on the floor, Riley opened CrossFit East Sacramento in 2008. He and his business partner “were so excited to be out of there that we ... started this gym with sort of a thrasher mentality,” he said.

Soon he had more broken 10-lb. plates than whole ones, and the sheetrock walls were pocked with holes punched by athletes’ heels during careless handstand push-ups.

“That got old,” he said. “I think initially we didn’t set a culture of having a lot of respect for the facility, and that’s something we had to go back and do later.”

Still, at the end of the day, CrossFit affiliates are about fitness first. Do your best to prevent and save for damage, Riley said, but remember that a few broken plates are sometimes the price of progress. “These facilities get used hard, and things will break,” he said. “Just understand that it’s part of being an affiliate owner. It’s really important that you are upkeeping the facility because people pay a lot of money to come into a place like this. Lead by example, and in a polite way, with good leadership, make sure you set a precedent for respecting the gym’s equipment.”
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